Reference for Magdalena Steier regarding her voluntary work at
UniKult e.V.
Magdalena Steier, born on March 20th, 19XX, has been a member of UniKult e.V., a student-run
organisation which works closely together with the University of Munich (LMU) and organises various
events in the historical main building, since fall 20XX. She was responsible for contacting,
coordinating and supervising volunteers at events like our summer festival and a first semester party
as well as helped profoundly at our annual ball and organ concerts in the role of coordinator.
Furthermore she has been appointed financial auditor in fall 20XX, a task which sees to the
supervision of the finances of our organisation.
Our summer festival with more than 5000 guests and 500 volunteers is the biggest student-run
festival in Munich and has been institutionalized for years. In 20XX Ms Steier started working with us
and the organisational team which encompasses around 20 people of various backgrounds. The tasks
in our ten-month planning phase vary from organising, preparing and coordinating the cultural,
culinary, technical, safety-relevant and financial aspects of the event as well as the setup and
removal and the execution of the festival itself.
Ms Steier was and is a valued member of our team who finds joy and satisfaction in planning this
great festival and our smaller events. She is a very reliable and trustworthy individual who shows
enormous autonomy and personal responsibility when carrying out her manifold tasks, in particular
her work in relation to our volunteers. Not only did she effortlessly manage the administrative and
organisational side of the festival, but cared with great enthusiasm and joy for both team members
and volunteers.
Ms Steier’s commitment to us and our events could not be greater and generally encompasses
several hours of independent work as well as weekly meetings with the entire team. During the days
immediately surrounding the events she showed continues effort in high-pressure situations. Due to
her positive attitude, social empathy and active involvement she was a very welcome support during
stressful days and phases.
Our team lives and strives thanks to the commitment of individuals like Magdalena Steier and it is
therefore with no reservation whatsoever that I highly recommend her to you.
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